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Abstract. We construct an endofunctor of paths in the category of
small category and show how to construct the standard homotopy in-
variants from it. We give a novel proof that the fundamental groupoid
of a category is its associated universal groupoid.

1 Introduction

The Homotopy theory of small categories has been closely associated to that of
simplicial set. This is no surprise, since Cat is naturally embedded in Set

∆op

.
In particular, the geometric realization of a small category is just the geometric
realization of its associated simplicial set. Also, since simplicial sets were the
main example that led Quillen to his theory of model structures, it is no surprise
that model structures have been the main tool for studying homotopy in Cat .

In this paper we present a more concrete and intuitive approach to homo-
topy in Cat , which is much closer to the historical development of topology: we
will define an endofunctor of paths, and deduce the usual homotopy invariants
from it, closely mimicking the standard constructions that have been done in
topological spaces for about a century.

Path endo(2-)functors have been defined in the much more general context
of Grothendieck toposes [3, 8, 10], based on the fact that the unit interval is an
exponentiable object in that 2-category. But then the complexity of the compu-
tations makes it hard to get concrete results. What we present is very concrete
and combinatorial; in particular it does not involve the real numbers or geomet-
rical realization in any way—although the reader can certainly appeal to these
for geometric insights.

We will show the validity of our approach by giving a novel proof of the
standard theorem that asserts that the fundamental groupoid of a category is
its associated universal groupoid.

1.1 Some conventions

We use standard notation for categorical composition, fg or f ✆ g, with the
traditional functional order; this notation has the advantages of being consistent



throughout, and as is as traditional as can be. But we admit that it clashes a
little with the habit of Western readers of reading diagrams from left to right
and top to bottom.

Given two sets X, Y , the disjoint sum (coproduct) is denoted X � Y and
unless circumstances prevent us we will always assume that X ❸ X � Y ❹ Y .

Given a category X (small, locally small or whatever) we write XÑ for the
category whose objects are the maps of X and maps the commutative squares.

We recall that in the world of categories a diagram is to a functor what in
the world of sets an indexed family of elements of a set is to a function: logically
the same thing, but notated differently because of a different emphasis.

Given a poset ♣X,↕q we recall the definition of predecessor: x ➔ y x is the
predecessor of y, or y is the successor of x, when

x ➔ y and x ↕ z ↕ y implies x ✏ z or z ✏ y.

Given a natural transformation, say α : F Ñ G and a component of it, e.g.,
αx : F ♣xq Ñ G♣xq, we will often drop the index.

2 A semi-abstract approach

This paper is concerned with the basics of homotopy theory in Cat , the category
of small categories and functors.

The axioms we will present here are not sufficient to allow the derivation
of the main theorem only from them, so we cannot claim to have an abstract
approach to homotopy via paths in Cat . But the level of abstraction we provide
is useful for giving an intuitive formulation and relate it to a standard topological
approach, for example as presented in textbooks like Spanier or May [12].

2.1 The relevant structure

As we said we do not make use of things like Quillen model structures, but
instead base everything on a path endofunctor P on Cat equipped with the
following structure (where X is a generic object of Cat ),

X
uX // QX ❸ PX

s0X
//

s1X
// X , (1)

natural in X. An object p P PX is thought of a path whose beginnning is the
object s0♣pq of X and end is s1♣pq. More precisely, a path is just an arbitrary
connected sequence of maps of X, like

s0♣pq // ☎ ☎oo ☎oo // ☎ // ☎ ☎oo s1♣pqoo (2)

where each component map can go forward or backward, and where such a se-
quence can be of arbitrary length. There is nothing original about this definition:
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it has been known forever that maps in a category correspond to 1-simplices,
and it is obvious that a good general definition of path should be independent of
the direction of the map itself. But the author would like to add that he got that
definition through topos-theoretic considerations: given a path as above of length
(number of maps) n and a decomposition of the unit interval I in n segments,
one can easily construct a geometric morphism of Grothendieck toposes

Sh♣Iq ÝÑ Set
X .

But naturally topos theory is not essential at all, and the treatment in this paper
is quite elementary. The real problem and novelty of the paper is not the correct
definition of paths themselves, but that of the morphisms between two such
paths. We now know that there are several possible definitions, that give rise to
equivalent homotopy theories based on different path functors.

The subfunctor Q is certainly the most important difference with respect
to ordinary topological path homotopy. The category QX is seen as the full
subcategory of constant paths; unlike what happens in a category of topological
spaces, constant paths are not uniquely defined, and they can even have arbi-
trary length. Concretely, the constant paths are the paths of (2) whose every
component map is an identity. When we need it we denote the inclusion map
QX Ñ PX by iX but we try to avoid doing this. Notice that iX equalizes s0X

and s1X.

The map uX : X Ñ PX takes an object of X and maps it to its unit path,
which is the only path of length zero, the most constant path of them all. Thus
in Diagram (1) above the two ways of going from X to X are the identity.

Thus, if we forget Q the structure ♣P, s0, s1, uq is an “interval object” in the
functor category rCat ,Cat s. People interested in these things should take note
that, given the universal property [6] of the cubical category ❧ this is enough to
give every object of Cat a natural cubical set structure. But this observation is
not very useful, given the need to take account of Q too.

This path functor is not required to have a left adjoint (“cylinder”), since
it doesn’t exist in our examples anyway. This means that PX cannot be con-
structed by the operation of exponentiating with a unit interval object, as hap-
pens in compactly generated spaces and related categories. As a matter of fact,
the fact that Cat is cartesian closed is not used at all in this paper.

There is still a little to add to the structure we need. There is a map
jX : XÑ Ñ PX, natural in X. The meaning of this map: commutative squares
are maps between paths of length one. Since in addition the operation of re-
versing paths defines a natural involution ♣✁q✝ : P Ñ P, the statement above
is true regardless of the direction (remember, both direction are allowed in Di-
agram (2)). Also the operation of concatenating paths, turns ♣P, s0, s1, uq into
an “internal reflexive graph with composition” (and u will act as a unit for that
composition operation). But that operation is not associative in general, so we
do not get a category in Cat (that is, a double category), and things look very
much like they do in (say) compactly generated spaces.
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2.2 Presenting the main construction and stating the main theorem

In the following, if we put i ✏ 0 or i ✏ 1 we get a superposition of two commu-
tative squares, upper and lower, because of naturality.

PPX

s0PX
//

s1PX
//

Psi

��

PX

si

��

PX

s0X
//

s1X
// X

We can combine for i ✏ 0, 1 giving the “commutative doubled square” at the
right below, and by pulling back with the inclusions iX✂iX, construct the object
HX of paths between paths that are constant on the endpoints (homotopies!).

HX
HX //

①r0,r1②

��

PPX

s0PX
//

s1PX
//

①Ps0,Ps1②

��

PX

①s0,s1②

��

QX ✂QX
iX✂iX

// PX ✂PX
s0X✂s0X

//

s1X✂s1X
// X ✂ X

Obviously iX ✂ iX equalizes the two horizontal maps at bottom right. Given
that all relevant squares (see above) commute, we get that ①s0, s1② coequalizes
the two horizontal composites at the top. Thus if we construct the coequalizer
♣Π1X, pXq there is a map ①d0, d1② to X ✂ X making the triangle commute.

HX

①ir0,ir1②
$$I

IIIIIIIIIII

s0PX ✆HX
//

s1PX ✆HX
// PX

pX
//

①s0,s1②

��

Π1X

①d0,d1②
zz

X ✂ X

(3)

We claim, taking the P,Q, etc. we will define in the next section, that the con-
catenation and unit on PX can be transferred to ♣Π1, d0, d1q, giving it an internal
groupoid structure, which can be described precisely.

Obviously a groupoid in Cat is a kind of double category [4,9, p. 44]. We recall
that “maps” in these beasts (here, the morphisms of Π1X) can be seen as squares
that can be composed in two ways, traditionally called the horizontal (ordinary
categorical composition in Π1X, and the vertical (the operation inherited from
path composition).

Such an “internal” approach to homotopy, in which the homotopy invariants
belong more or less to the same category as the spaces under study, has been
advocated before in the context of topos theory [10]. We use such an approach
simply because it follows completely naturally from our simple construction of
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Π1, and that it obeys a simple universal property, as we will see. Subsequent
work should display other advantages of this approach. It could also be done
with topological spaces obeying familiar connectedness conditions, and the result
would be a groupoid in the category of sheaves (étale maps) over that space
(actually the maps would be locally constant, which is much stronger than just
being local homeomorphisms).

Let G : X Ñ Y be an arbitrary functor between small categories. We briefly
recall the construction of the “comma category” ♣GÓGq and of its two projections
g0, g1 : ♣GÓXq Ñ G. An object is a triple ♣x, x✶, mq where x, x✶ P X and m : Gx Ñ
Gx✶ in Y . A map ♣x, x✶, mq Ñ ♣y, y✶, nq is a pair ♣s : x Ñ y, s✶ : x✶ Ñ y✶q such that
Gs✶✆m ✏ n✆Gs. More succinctly, the comma category along with its projections
is just the vertical map to the left of the following pullback square.

♣G ÓGq //

①g0,g1②

��

Y Ñ

①d0,d1②

��

X ✂X
G✂G

// Y ✂ Y

Suppose now Y ✏ GX where GX is the universal groupoid associated to X and
G : X Ñ GX the universal map. The operation ♣✁qÑ is functorial, so there is
an obvious map XÑ Ñ ♣GXqÑ. From the pullback definitioin of ♣G Ó Gq and
the naturality of ①d0, d1② we immediately get a commutative triangle:

XÑ //

①d0,d1② ##H
HHHHHHHH ♣G ÓGq

①g0,g1②yysssssssss

X ✂X

(4)

Theorem 1. In the model described below the preceding triangle is equal to

XÑ
jX

//

①d0,d1② $$H
HHHHHHHH PX

pX
// Π1X

①d0,d1②zzuuuuuuuuu

X ✂X

Naturally by “equal” we mean something a little weaker than strict equality,
i.e., that there exists a canonical iso connecting ♣G Ó Gq and Π1X that makes
everything commute when the two diagrams above are combined. But we will
see that in practice this iso can really be thought of as an equality.

Thus, we get an internal version of the standard theorem [11] that the fun-
damental groupoid of a category is equivalent to to its universal associated
groupoid. Notice that here we have something stronger than equivalence, since
our Π1X shares its objects with the points of X, as is customary in topological
spaces. The traditional way that this important result is proved1 is to look first

1 If we extend the search to the construction of the fundamental groupoid of a simpli-
cial set, the only really new approaches explicitly involve the construction of a free
groupoid from a category [5][p.39]
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at the geometric realization of the nerve BX of a category X and try to compute
the fundamental group(oid) of that. Quillen [11] observed that the category of
covering spaces over BX is equivalent to the category of functors X Ñ Set that
send every map of X to an iso, or, equivalently, the full subcategory of Cat ④X
whose objects are both discrete fibrations and discrete opfibrations, from which
the result follows trivially. It turns out that BX is not necessary if one uses an
abstract, topos-theoretical notion of covering space which is directly definable
in Cat , that was shown to be useable in that context by Barr-Diaconescu [1]
following an initial proposal by Grothendieck [7]. The abstract theory of covering
spaces has been given a very general treatment [2].

3 The path endofunctor in the category of categories

3.1 Elementary paths

We will define a more general construction P♣Y,Xq that will be defined for every
pair ♣Y, Xq where X is any small category and Y ❸ X is a subcategory that
shares the same objects as X2. The two cases that matter are when Y ✏ X,
which will define the ordinary path functor PX, and Y ✏ ⑤X⑤, which will define
QX, which we need to construct homotopy. The objects of P♣Y, Xq are called
elementary paths in Y , because, unlike the maps, they are entirely determined
by Y .

So let ♣Y, Xq be as above.

Definition 1. An elementary path p in Y is a quadruple

p ✏
�
■,↕,❸, ♣px,x✶qx,x✶

✟
where

– ♣■,↕q is a nonempty finite totally ordered set, the before-after order. Thus
when x ↕ y we say “x is before y, y after x”, etc. We denote its first element
by b (the beginning) and its last one by e (the end of the path).

– ❸ is another order structure on ■, the diagrammatic order, that obey the
following condition, in which ➔↕,➔❸ mean the predecessor relation on ↕,❸

respectively:
if x ➔↕ y then either x ➔❸ y or y ➔❸ x.

– ♣px,x✶qx,x✶P■ is a diagram ♣■,❸q Ñ X. That is, for every x P ■ there is an
object px P X and for every x ❸ x✶ there is px,x✶ : px Ñ px✶ , with the usual
functorial identities. In particular px,x is the identity on the object px.

The length of an elementary path p is Card♣■pq ✁ 1.
When we deal with several elementary diagrams we use subscripts to distin-

guish whas has to be distinguished, e.g., ■p, Vq, etc..

2 More general situations can easily be imagined but at the present time we have no
idea what to do with them.
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Thus, if ↕ is a total order, we see that ❸ has the shape of a zigzag, whose
“branches” are totally ordered and coincide with segments of ↕, each branch of
❸ having the induced order from ↕ or its opposite.

This definition is incomplete, because we need to identify two elementary
paths p,q that differ only by the way the elements or the indexing sets ■p, ■q are
named. Given two arbitrary elementary paths p,q, there is a natural definition of
isomorphism between the structures (biposets) defined by the triples

�
■p,↕,❸q

and
�
■q,↕,❸,

✟
: it’s just a bijection between ■p, ■q that preseves and reflects both

orders. Since ↕ is a total finite order, if an iso α : ■p Ñ ■q exists it is unique, and
we identify p,q when we have qα♣xq ✏ px for every x P ■p. We could define the
concept of elementary path without having to resort to quotienting by decreeing
that ■ is always of the form t0, . . . , n✉ but this is more complicated because
composing paths forces renamings. But in practice we will use natural numbers
as much as we can to denote indices for paths.

Remark 1. The terminology before-after reminds one of a progress in time, which
is a pretty traditional way of thinking of paths in homotopy theory as in geom-
etry. But a category-theoretical tradition also would like us to call this order
the vertical order. We will draw elementary paths vertically as often as we can,
hoping this will not waste too much paper.

Here is an elementary path of length 6.

pb ✏ p0

p0,1

��
p1

p1,2

��
p2

p3

p3,2

OO

p4

p4,3

OO

p5

p5,6

��

p5,4

OO

pe ✏ p6

(5)

The ↕ order is read from the top down, and so a down-arrow means that ↕,❸

coincide and an up-arrow the opposite. An elementary path of length zero is just
an object of X ✏ Y ; such a path is different from all the paths of length n → 0
all whose px,y are identities, and which constitute the other objects of QX.

Definition 2. Given two elementary paths p,q, a map f : p Ñ q in P♣Y,Xq is
a pair

�
G, ♣fx,yqx,y

✟
where G (or Gf when necessary) is a subset G ❸ ■p ✂ ■q,

the graph of f , which
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Tot contains both ♣b, bq and ♣e, eq, and is totally ordered for the induced order
on ♣■p,↕q ✂ ♣■q,↕q

Surj such that the two projections G Ñ ■p and G Ñ ■q are surjective.

The family ♣fx,yqx,y assigns to every ♣x, yq P G, a map fx,y : px Ñ qy in X such
that

Comm everything that can possibly commute when G is added to the order
♣■p,❸q � ♣■q,❸q does indeed commute.

The last condition can be rephrased as follows: take the disjoint sum ■f ✏ ■p�■q.
On this set put the order ❸f generated by ❸p ❨❸q ❨G ❸ ■f ✂ ■f and call this
relation ❸f (it is obviously an order and not a preorder). We are requiring
that the combination of ♣fx,yqx,y with ♣px,x✶qx,x✶ and ♣qy,y✶qy,y✶ define a diagram
♣■f ,❸f q Ñ X.

An example of a map f : p Ñ q is given below (here the shape of p coincides
with the one given in Equation (5)). As expected we draw maps horizontally.

☎ //

��

☎

☎

99ssssssss

��
☎ // ☎

OO

☎

OO

//

%%K
KKKKKKK ☎

OO

��
☎

OO

// ☎

☎

OO 99ssssssss

��
☎ // ☎

OO

(6)

Condition Comm is obviously equivalent to requiring all small triangles, squares
and quadrangles in the diagram above commute.

3.2 Vertical Composition

Let f : p Ñ q, f ✶ : p✶ Ñ q✶ be two paths such that fe,e ✏ f ✶
b,b. We define two paths

p✶ ✝ p,q✶ ✝ q and a map

f ✶ ✝ f : ♣p✶ ✝ pq ÝÑ ♣q✶ ✝ qq
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in the following manner. Since we know the diagram

♣■p � ■q,❸f q

f

''NNNNNNNNNNN

t0 ❸ 1✉

ep�eq
66mmmmmmmmmm

b
p✶�b

q✶ ((QQQQQQQQQQ
X

♣■p✶ � ■q✶ ,❸f ✶q
f ✶

77ppppppppppp

(7)

commutes, we define f ✶ ✝ f as the universal map ■f ✶✝f Ñ X Ñ X whose source is
the pushout

■f ✶✝f ✏ ♣■p � ■q,❸f q �0❸1 ♣■p✶ � ■q✶ ,❸f ✶q .

The set ■p✶✝p is just the pushout ■p�0 ■p✶ ❸ P , with the diagram
�
♣p✶✝pqx,x✶

✟
x,x✶

obtained by restriction of f ✶ ✝ f . The same goes for q✶ ✝ q, whose underlying set
is ■q �1 ■q✶ ❸ ■f ✶✝f . The orders ↕p✶✝p and ↕q✶✝q come from the same pushout
construction. It follows trivially that the set Gf ✶✝f ❸ ■f ✶✝f ✂ ■f ✶✝f , which is is the
pushout of Gf and Gf ✶ , obeys the condition of Definition 2.

Thus we see that a diagrammatic representation of a vertical composite like
f ✶ ✝ f in the style of Equation (6) can be obtained by simply putting f above
f ✶ and identifying the last (bottom) horizontal map of f with the first (top) of
f ✶. This also says how to get diagrams for composites of paths like p✶ ✝ p in the
style of Equation (5): put p above p✶ and connect them.

It is easy to see that vertical composition defines a category whose objects
are the maps in X. Associativity comes from the associativity of the pushout
operation and, given a map f : a Ñ b in X, the unit f Ñ f in that category is
the map a Ñ b in PX determined by f , where A, B are seen as paths of length
zero.

We also see than any map in PX which is not a unit decomposes uniquely as
vertical composition of “primitive” maps, where there are eight types (shapes)
of primitive map, as follows:

☎

&&M
MMMMMMMM

��

☎1

☎

88qqqqqqqqq

☎

&&M
MMMMMMMM

☎2

☎

88qqqqqqqqq

OO ☎

��

☎

&&M
MMMMMMMM

88qqqqqqqqq
3

☎

☎

☎

&&M
MMMMMMMM

88qqqqqqqqq
4

☎

OO

☎ //

��

5

☎

��
☎ // ☎

☎ //

6

☎

☎ //

OO

☎

OO ☎ //

��

7

☎

☎ // ☎

OO ☎ //

8

☎

☎ //

OO

☎

OO

(8)

These are all the maps f such that Gf has exactly two elements. Now given an
arbitrary map g we know that Gg is totally ordered for the ↕ order, and thus
the decomposition is obtained by taking all pairs

�
♣x, yq, ♣x✶y✶q

✟
P Gg ✂Gg that

obey the usual successor relation. Each one of these defines a primitive map.
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3.3 Horizontal composition

We still haven’t defined how maps are composed in PX (we use our ordinary
categorical notation for this operation, either ✆ or juxtaposition). This needs
some work, because there does not seem to be a canonical way of obtaining
something like ♣k ✝ hq ✆ ♣g ✝ fq in the diagram below. We have many ways to
compose the “horizontal” maps here, and this creates obstacles in obtaining a
graph G♣k✝hq✆♣g✝fq which is totally ordered.

☎

  
AA

AA
AA

AA
AA

A

��

☎

��
☎ //

��

f

g

☎ //

>>}}}}}}}}}}}

  
AA

AA
AA

AA
AA

A ☎

��

h

k

☎

>>}}}}}}}}}}}
☎

(9)

Thus we have to make choices and eliminate some of these composites. In what
follows we present such a theory of uniform choices—a notion of diagrammatic
normal form. It has an slightly arbitrary character, since it can be dualized, and
there is nothing that makes one system of normal forms “more canonical” than
its dual.

We will do a little more than is strictly necessary and show how to compose
arbitrary long sequences of maps like the following one, of length n.

D ✏ p0
f1 // p1

f2 // p2 ☎ ☎ ☎ pn✁1
fn

// pn .

Given one of the pi above we write ■i for ■pi , Gi for Gf i , etc.
We first construct the disjoint sum ■D ✏

➦
0↕i↕n ■i. This set has an order ↕

inherited from the various ↕i. It also inherits the Gi from the different fi.

Definition 3. Given D as above, and x P ■0, x
✶ P ■n, a trail x : x Ñ x✶ is a

sequence x ✏ x0,x1, . . . ,xn ✏ x✶ where ♣xi✁1,xiq P Gi.

Let us write x ⊸ y when there is i such that x P ■i✁1, y P ■i and ♣x, yq P Gi.
A trail x defines a map M♣xq : p0

x Ñ pn
x✶ by taking

M♣xq ✏ fn
xn✁1,xn

✆ fn✁1

xn✁2,xn✁1
✆ ☎ ☎ ☎ ✆ f2

x1,x2
✆ f1

x0,x1

There might be more than one trail x : x Ñ x✶ but

Proposition 1. The map M♣xq depends only on the endpoints x, x✶ and not on
the exact trail x.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of condition Comm. ❬❭

Proposition 2. Let x : x Ñ x✶ and y : y Ñ y✶ be two trails such that x ↕ y and
y✶ ↕ x✶. Then these trails cross on an object of ■D : there is i such that xi ✏ yi.
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Proof. If x ✏ y we are done. So assume x ➔ y. Because of condition Tot we have
to have x1 ↕ y1. If x1 ✏ y1 we are done. If not, we iterate, and if it turned out
we could never find j with xj ✏ yj we would end up with xn ➔ yn, contradicting
our assumption. ❬❭

Definition 4. A trail x : x Ñ x✶ as above is said to be normal if it satisfies the
following condition:

– Given another trail y : y Ñ y✶ such that y✶ → x✶ we always have that y ➙ x.

There is an equivalent, symmetrical definition

Proposition 3. For a trail x : x Ñ x✶ TFAE

– Given any y : y Ñ y✶ such that y ➔ x then we always have y✶ ↕ x✶.
– x is normal.

Proof. Assume x is normal and let y : y Ñ y✶ with y ➔ x. If y✶ → x✶ this would
contradict the normality of x. Since ↕n is a total order this shows y ↕ x. The
proof of the converse is the exact symmetrical. ❬❭

There may be more than one normal trail x Ñ x✶ (exercise).

Notice that if D has length one (i.e., D ✏ x0
f // xi ) then every trail is

normal. This is just because the set of trails there coincides with Gf and the
latter set obeys Tot.

Let G♣Dq ✏ t ♣x, x✶q ⑤ There exists a normal trail x Ñ x✶ ✉. This set inherits
the ↕-order on ■0 ✂ ■n, and we denote it by ↕D .

Proposition 4. The set
�
G♣Dq,↕D

✟
obeys the conditions Tot and Surj.

Proof. For Tot, the trails

b0

f1
b,b

✆ b1

f2
b,b

✆ b2 ☎ ☎ ☎
fn
b,b

✆ bn and e0

f1
e,e

✆ e1

f2
e,e

✆ e2 ☎ ☎ ☎
fn
e,e

✆ en

are obviously normal. Thus ♣G♣Dq,↕
✟

has both a top and a bottom. Let now
x : x Ñ x✶ and y : y Ñ y✶ be two trails. Since ↕n is a total order we either have

– y✶ → x✶; then by normality, we know that y ➙ x and this shows ♣x, yq ➔
♣x✶, y✶q in G♣Dq.

– x✶ ✏ y✶; then since ↕0 is a total order we either have x ➔ y, x ✏ y or x → y,
which gives us either ♣x, x✶q ➔ ♣y, y✶q, ♣x, x✶q ✏ ♣y, y✶q or ♣x, x✶q → ♣y, y✶q in
G♣Dq.

– x✶ ➔ y✶; then we dualize the first argument.

We have shown that ♣G♣Dq,↕q is totally ordered.
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Now for Surj: we proceed by induction, starting at ♣b0, bnq and going down-
wards. So assume that ♣x, x✶q P G♣Dq. Let y ➔ x, y✶ ➔ x✶ be the predecessors of
x, x✶ (if neither exists we are done). Then either

1. There exists a trail y Ñ x✶. Then ♣y, x✶q P G♣Dq. This is because any trail
starting at z ➔ y has to end ↕ x✶ since ♣x, x✶q P G♣Dq.

2. There is no trail y Ñ x✶ (perhaps because x✶ is not defined) but there is one
x Ñ y✶. Let z : z Ñ z✶ be a trail with z ➔ x. Since ♣x, x✶q P G♣Dq we have
z✶ ↕ x. But we cannot have z✶ ✏ x, since then any trail y starting at y would
have to cross z at some zi and then we would be able to splice the two:

y ✏ y0,y1, . . .yi ✏ zi, zi�1, . . . zn

and get a trail y Ñ x✶, contradicting our assumption. So z✶ ➔ x, i.e., z✶ ↕ y✶

and this shows ♣x, y✶q P G♣Dq.
3. There is neither a trail y Ñ x✶ nor one x✶ Ñ y. By induction from 0 up let

y : y Ñ yn be the trail such that yi�1 is always the ↕i�1 greatest w such
that yi ⊸ w, and by induction from n down construct the trail z : z0 Ñ y✶,
such that zi✁1 is always the ↕i✁1-greatest element w with w ⊸ zi. Since
♣x, x✶q P G♣Dq we have yn ↕ y✶ and z0 ↕ y, and thus y, z cross: let i be
the least integer such that yi ✏ zi. If it turned out that i ✘ 0 we’d have
zi✁1 ➔ yi✁1 and this would contradict the maximality condition that zi✁1

obeys. The same argument dualized shows that the greatest i where the two
trails agree has to be n, and we have shown y ✏ z. We have constructed a
trail y Ñ y✶, and it is easy to show that it is normal

This construction gives us a set of normal trails which obviously satisfies condi-
tion Surj. ❬❭

Given any diagram D as above, of arbitrary length n, we can define the compo-
sition f ✏ fn ✆ fn✁1 ✆ ☎ ☎ ☎ ✆ f1, where we consider ♣✁q ✆ ♣✁q ✆ ☎ ☎ ☎ ✆ ♣✁q to be an
n-ary operator. Obviously ■f ✏ ■0 � ■n, and we take Gf ✏ G♣Dq, with

fx,y ✏ M♣xq , where x is a normal trail x Ñ y .

This is defined for any ♣x, yq P Gf , remembering that the exact choice of x is
unimportant. The family ♣fx,yqx,y obeys condition Comm, for the same reasons
as in Proposition 1.

Proposition 5. Binary composition ♣✁q ✆ ♣✁q is associative.

Proof. Let D ✏ p0
f1 // p1

f2 // p2
f3 // p3 be a diagram of length 3. We will

show that
♣f3 ✆ f2q ✆ f1 ✏ f3 ✆ f2 ✆ f1 ✏ f3 ✆ ♣f2 ✆ f1q .

Let ■D be constructed just as before, by taking the disjoint sum/union of the ■i.
The difference now is that this set will be used to hang more graph structures
than before, namely the sets Gg ❸ ■D ✂ ■D where g ranges over

f1, f2, f3, f2 ✆ f1, f3 ✆ f1, ♣f3 ✆ f2q ✆ f1, f3 ✆ f2 ✆ f1, f3 ✆ ♣f2 ✆ f1q .
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As a notational relief we use the ⊸-notation when it is unambiguous, which is in
all but the last three cases in the list above. For example if x P ■0 and y P ■2 the
notation x ⊸ y means that ♣x, yq P Gf2✆f1 , because it its the only possibility.

Let us first show first that Gf3✆♣f2✆f1q ❸ Gf3✆f2✆f1 . Let ♣x0, x3q P Gf3♣✆f2✆f1q,
and let y0, y1, y2, y3 be a trail in ■D , with y ➔ x0. If we can show that y3 ↕ x3 we
are done. We know there is x2 with x0 ⊸ x2 ⊸ x3. The shortened trail y0, y1, y2

is in Df2✆f1 and by normality of trails for ♣x0, x2q we have y2 ↕ x2. There are
two possibilities:

– y2 ➔ x2. Then since x2 ⊸ x3 we are guaranteed that y3 ↕ x3.
– y2 ✏ x2. Then the same argument as in case 1. in Proposition 4 shows that
♣y0, y2q P Gf2✆f1 . Thus y0, y2, y3 is a path in G♣f3✆f2q✆f1 , and because of the
defining property of ♣x0, x3q we have to have y3 ↕ x3.

For the converse, let us now show that Gf3✆f2✆f1 ❸ Gf3✆♣f2✆f1q. Let ♣x0, x3q
be in Gf3✆f2✆f1 . We know there is a normal trail x0 Ñ x3; choose a trail x ✏
x0, x1, x2, x3 (not necessarily a normal one) such that x2 is maximal among
the w with w ⊸ x3. Let us show that x0 ⊸ x2. Let y0, y1, y2 be an arbitrary
trail with y0 ➔ x0. Suppose for a contradiction that y2 → x2. Then because of
Proposition 2 we have y1 ✏ x1 ; we can always find a y3 with y2 ⊸ y3, and we
know y3 → x3, because if y3 ✏ x3 the trail x0, x1 ✏ y1, y2, y3 would contradict the
maximality assumption for x2 in x. But having y3 → x3 allows us to construct a
trail y0, y1, y2, y3 that contradicts the assumption that ♣x0, x3q P Gf3✆f2✆f1 . Thus
y2 ↕ x2 and we have shown that x0 ⊸ x2. Finally we show that x0, x2, x3 is a
normal trail, i.e., is in Gf3✆♣f2✆f1q. But any trail starting strictly below x0 and
ending strictly above x3 would have to contain x2 and we can apply the same
argument as above to show this cannot happen.

The proof of the other equation is the exact dual. ❬❭

All is left to do to get the category on P♣Y,Xq is define units. But it is easy to
see that given an arbitrary path p the map 1: p Ñ p defined by G1 ✏ ♣x, xqxP■p
and 1x,x ✏ 1px

will act as both a left and right unit for horizontal composition.
There are two obvious functors s0, s1 : P♣Y,Xq Ñ X: given f : p Ñ q we take

bp

fb,b
// bq, ep

fe,e
// eq

for s0♣fq, s1♣fq respectively.
And the map u : X Ñ P♣Y, Xq that sends a map f : a Ñ b to the map f

between the paths of length zero a, b is also obviously functorial.
We leave it to the reader to check that the construction above gives a functor

P : Pair Ñ Cat , where an object ♣Y, Xq in Pair is a pair of categories with
Y ❸ X (with Y ’s objects coinciding with those of X), and a map ♣Y,Xq Ñ
♣Y ✶, X ✶q is a functor X Ñ X ✶ that factors into one Y Ñ Y ✶. Also the assignment
K♣Y,Xq ✏ X is obviously a functor, and this allows us to turn the constructions
s0, s1, u into natural transformations P♣✁,✁q Ø K in that setting.

Finally, the assignments X ÞÑ ♣X, Xq and X ÞÑ ♣⑤X⑤, Xq are obviously func-
tors Cat Ñ Pair .
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It is easy to see that an object in QX is a diagram like Equation (5) where
all the pi,j are identity maps; thus a morphism in that category will be as in
Equation (6), but all the “horizontal” maps will be forced to be equal. Thus the
projection qX : QX Ñ X is surjective on objects, and given any object x P X its
fiber q✁1♣xq contains the path tx✉ ✏ u♣xq of length zero: it is easy to see that it is
both an initial and a terminal object in that fiber. Actually, something stronger
holds: the reader can check that the pair ♣uX♣xq, 1xq is a terminal object in the
category q Ó x (often denoted q④x. Thus, because of Theorem A in [11], qX is a
homotopy equivalence in the traditional sense.

Remark 2. Thus we have two notions of composition in the object of paths,
vertical and horizontal, and they both define categories. But we do not get a
double category, because the interchange law does not hold: the reader can check
that the notion of horizontal composition we have presented gives different values
for ♣k ✝ hq ✆ ♣g ✝ fq and ♣k ✆ gq ✝ ♣h ✆ fq in Diagram (9). Naturally, we will get a
double category once we take the homotopy quotient.

Remark 3. We see that our definition of normal path could be dualized by ex-
changing “up” and “down” (i.e., reversing the ↕-order), giving what could be
called conormal trails. This produces a different category Pco♣Y, Xq, but the
definition of homotopy we get from it is identical, since the sets of objects and
maps in the pairs ♣PX,PcoXq and ♣QX,QcoXq are identical, the only differ-
ence being how the maps are composed. Thus the relation of homotopy between
paths we have defined is independent of the exact choice of the normalization
procedure used in composition.

3.4 The proof of Theorem 1

Diagram (3) tells us that Π1X is obtained by a coequalizer construction. In Cat

the object part of the target of the coequalizer is constructed just as in sets: the
objects of Π1X are obtained by taking the equivalence class generated by the
relation ♣✁q ✒ ♣✁q where

q ✒ r if there is p in HX with
�
s0P ✆H

✟
♣pq ✏ q and

�
s1P ✆H

✟
♣pq ✏ r

The category HX is a subcategory of PPX. In general an object p of that
category is a path between paths; it is a diagram

p0

p1

p2

☎ ☎ ☎

pn✁1

pn
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where each pi is an object of PX, and each vertical line represents a map in
PX, which may go either up or down. Supposing every path pi has length Mi,
we can expand these to get something like the following commutative diagram:

p0,0 p0,1

55
55

55
p0,2

55
55

55
☎ ☎ ☎

��
��

��
�

p0,M0✁1

DD
DD

DD
DD

p0,M0

p1,0

==
==

==
=

p1,1

55
55

55
p1,2

vv
vv

vv
vv

v
☎ ☎ ☎ p1,M1✁1

zz
zz

zz
zz

DD
DD

DD
DD

p1,M1

}}
}}

}}
}

p2,0 p2,1 p2,3 p2,4 ☎ ☎ ☎ p2,M2✁2 p2,M2✁1 p2,M2

...
. . .

...

pn,0 pn,1 pn,2 ☎ ☎ ☎ pn,Mn✁1 pn,Mn

where the “horizontal” maps can point left or right, without any restriction, while
all the maps in a row of vertical/diagonal ones point in the same direction.3

It should be clear that

– A path p P PPX is in HX (i.e., is mapped by ①Ps0,Ps1② to QX ✂ QX)
iff, when given a representation as above, its leftmost and rightmost vertical
column are both composed only of identities.

– Given q, r P PX we have q ✒ r iff there is p P HX which, when seen as a
rectangle as above, has q as is its top “horizontal” row and r as is its bottom
“horizontal” row.

– Because of vertical composition in PPX (and the ability to reverse elemen-
tary paths) the relation ✒ is already an equivalence relation and there is no
need to take its symmetric, transitive closure.

We also see that the constant path functor Q is essential to our construction. If
in Diagram 2.2 we replaced iX ✂ iX : QX ✂ QX ÝÑ PX ✂ PX by the more
traditional ①uX, uX② : X ÝÑ PX ✂ PX in the pullback that defines HX, the
resulting equivalence relation that constructs Π1 would only identify identical
objects.

Objects in PPX and HX can be composed in two ways (without need for
the additional structure of horizontal maps).

– Ordinary vertical composition, which we denote by ♣✁q✝1 ♣✁q. It superposes
two rectangles of the same “width” vertically.

3 If paper were three-dimensional we would not hesitate to use the depth axis for what
we have just drawn horizontally; we could then reserve the horizontal axis for maps
in PPX. This is why in the next few paragraphs we will enclose that word in double
quotes, at the risk of appearing pedantic.
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– The vertical composition inherited from PX. It superposes rectangles of the
same height “horizontally”. We will denote it by ♣✁q ✝ ♣✁q.

Definition 5. Let p be an object of PX and n a natural number. There are
two important ways to turn it into an object of HX, which we denote by 1Òp and

1Óp. Both elementary paths have the identity 1p as a starting point and as an
endpoint. Both can be seen as a rectangle of height 1, but in the first case going
up, and the other case going down. We use the imprecise notation p✝n to denote
objects of HX of the form

p✝n ✏ 1η1

p ✝1 1η2

p ✝1 ☎ ☎ ☎ ✝1 1ηn

p ,

where ηi is either Ò or Ó. Thus seen as a rectangle its height is n, its width
is Length♣pq, and we have p✝n ✏ p iff n ✏ 0. The notation can be imprecise
because it will always be used in contexts that will furnish the necessary contraints
to force the exact values of ηi.

Definition 6. We will use rPXs and rΠ1Xs to denote the underlying discrete
categories ⑤PX⑤, ⑤Π1X⑤, equipped with their natural graph structures s0, s1 : PX Ñ
X and d0, d1 : Π1X Ñ X.

Proposition 6. The relation ✒ is a congruence for ✝-composition.

Proof. Let q, r be two parallel paths in PX, and p P HX a “proof witness” of
length n that shows q ✒ r: in other words a rectangle of height n with q, r as
its top and bottom horizontal rows. Let s begin where q, r end and s✶ end where
they begin. The rectangle s✝n ✝ p ✝ s✶✝n is a proof that s ✝ q ✝ s✶ ✒ s ✝ r ✝ s✶. ❬❭

Thus ♣✁q ✝ ♣✁q can be extended to the graph rΠ1Xs ✏ PX④✒, giving it a
category structure (finding the identity is left to the reader).

Now recall that the universal groupoid GX is constructed in the following
manner: its objects are the same as those of X, and for every map f : x Ñ y P X

there is a generator f✆ : x Ñ y and a f✌ : y Ñ x in GX. We denote by FX the
free category obtained from these generators, i.e., the category of paths of f✆s
and f✌s. As is well known we get GX by quotienting FX under the following
relations (for clarity we will use the operator ♣✁q ☎ ♣✁q for composition in FX

and in GX):

g✆ ☎ f✆ ✏ ♣gfq✆, g✌ ☎ f✌ ✏ ♣fgq✌, f✌ ☎ f✆ ✏ 1, f✆ ☎ f✌ ✏ 1 . (10)

Let K : rPXs Ñ FX be the map that sends an elementary path

x0

f1

x1

f2

☎ ☎ ☎
fn✁1

xn✁1

fn
xn

in X to f ιn
n ☎ f

ιn✁1

n✁1
☎ ☎ ☎ ☎ ☎ f ι2

2
☎ f ι1

1
, where

f ιi

i ✏

★
f✆ if fi : xi✁1 Ñ xi

f✌ if fi : xi Ñ xi✁1

.
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It should be obvious that K is an isomorphism between the categories ♣rPXs, ✝q
and FX. We claim that it agrees with ✒, i.e. that there is K̃ with

rPXs
K //

��

FX

��

rΠ1Xs
K̃

// GX

commuting.

Definition 7. We denote by P the map K followed by the quotient projection,
occupying the diagonal of the square above.

To prove our claim, let q, r P PX and p be a one-step proof, going (say) down

q0

1

�� ""F
FFFFFFF

q1

��
3

3
3

3
3

3
q2

����
��

��
�

��

☎ ☎ ☎ qn✁1

����
��

��
�

��
==

==
==

=
qn

1

��}}{{
{{

{{
{{

q0 ✏ r0 r1 r3 r4 ☎ ☎ ☎ rm✁2 rm✁1 rm ✏ qn

(11)
that q ✒ r. In X the “horizontal” arrows can point right or left, but all the
little triangles and quadrangles commute, once their directions are identified.
But after we’ve applied P , all the “horizontal” maps now point right, and the
little commutations ensures that both long “horizontal” composites are equal.
Naturally this applies for proofs of arbitrary length, with steps that go up or
down, and thus we have proved our claim.

It is trivial to show that K̃ is a functor. ❬❭

Proposition 7. This functor is an isomorphism of categories

K̃ : ♣rΠ1Xs, ✝q ÝÑ ♣GX, ☎q .

Thus as a corollary ♣rΠ1Xs, ✝q is a groupoid.

Proof. Since we already know that it is a functor which is full and bijective on
objects, all that is left to do is show that it is faithful. So let q, r be parallel
paths such that Pq ✏ Pr. A formal proof of this equation can be represented as
a sequence q0,q1, . . . ,qn of parallel paths in PX, such that

– q0 ✏ q and qn ✏ r,

– for every i ✏ 1, . . . , n there are paths si, s
✶
i,ai,bi such that

✌ qi✁1 ✏ si ✝ ai ✝ s✶i and qi ✏ si ✝ bi ✝ s✶i
✌ there is one of the four following diagrams for which either (a) ai is the

top row and bi the bottom row, or (b) ai the bottom row and bi the
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top row (compare with the equations given in Equation (10)).

☎
gf

//

1

��

f

��
==

==
==

= ☎

1

��
☎

f
// ☎

g
// ☎

☎

1

��

☎

1

��

fg
oo

g

����
��

��
�

☎ ☎
f

oo ☎
g

oo

☎
1

����
��

��
�

f

��

1

��
==

==
==

=

☎
f

// ☎ ☎
f

oo

☎

1
��

==
==

==
= ☎

f

��

f
//

f
oo ☎

1
����

��
��

�

☎

This is enough to construct a proof of q ✒ r in HX: just do a vertical composition
of n one-step proofs, each one of which is of the form s✝1

i ✝ ki ✝ s✶✝1

i , where ki is
one of the four diagrams above (i.e., including the vertical maps), and is either
a map ai Ñ bi or bi Ñ ai, according to cases (a) or (b) above. ❬❭

We can now tackle the maps in Π1. A map f : p Ñ p✶ in PPX is a diagram just
as in Equation (6), but in the category PX, so that every vertex of that graph
is a path itself, and every edge a map of paths. As we have said we can imagine
that that these paths (that go in what we have been calling the “horizontal”
dimension) actually extend orthogonally out of the page.

Proposition 8. Let g : q Ñ q✶ be a map in PX. Then Pq✶✆Ggb,b ✏ Gge,e✆Pq.

Proof. Given g as above, we know it can be represented by something that looks
like.

qb

gb,b

�� ��
==

==
==

=
q1

��
2
2
2
2
2
2

q2

����
��

��
�

��

☎ ☎ ☎ qn✁1

����
��

��
�

��
<<

<<
<<

<
qe

ge,e

��

q✶
b

q✶
1

q✶
3

q✶
4

☎ ☎ ☎ q✶m✁2
q✶m✁1 q✶

e

where the “horizontal” arrows can point left or right. We know that we can
carry this diagram in the groupoid GX by applying P to the two “rows” (which
makes them all point “right”), and applying plain G to the “vertical/diagonal”
maps. Thus we end up with the large outer square commuting in GX, and this
translates as Pq✶ ✆Ggb,b ✏ Gge,e ✆ Pq. ❬❭

Let us now extend the relation ✒ to maps: given g : q Ñ q✶ and h : r Ñ r✶ in
PX, we write g ✒ h when there exists f : p Ñ p✶ in HX such that

�
s0P✆H

✟
♣fq ✏

g and
�
s1P ✆H

✟
♣fq ✏ h. This is an equivalence relation on maps, for the same

reason as it is on objects. Maps in HX can be written as vertical compositions
of primitive maps, as given in Equation (8); so if we suppose that f above is
primitive, in can be thought of as a one-step proof that g ✒ h, and can be given
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a generic representation by a commuting diagram in PX like

q

p

g
//

f

q✶

p✶

r
h

// r✶

where p,p✶ are maps that can go either up or down, and one of which can be
an identity (but not both). Since f is in HX more is true: we know that the
endpoint maps pb,b,pe,e,p

✶
b,b,p

✶
e,e are all identifies in X (it is easy to see that

this condition is necessary and sufficient to ensure that a primitive map in PPX

is actually in HX). The commutativity of the diagram then forces the equality
of the horizontal endpoint maps:

gb,b : qb Ñ q✶
b

✏ hb,b : rb Ñ r✶
b

ge,e : qe Ñ q✶
e

✏ he,e : re Ñ r✶
e
.

Remark 4. We remind the reader that the coequalizer Π1X is the category gen-
erated by the graph PX④✒, since coequalizers in Cat are not full in general. But
if we manage to show that ✒ is a congruence for horizontal composition, Π1X

will be just PX④✒. This is easy to do directly, but we will obtain that result in
a more roundabout way in our proof of the main theorem.

Proposition 9. Let g1 : q Ñ r1 and g2 : q Ñ r2 be such that their endpoint
maps obey g1

b,b ✏ g2

b,b and g1

e,e ✏ g2

e,e. Then g1 ✒ g2.

Proof. Let us first rename g ✏ gi
b,b and g✶ ✏ gi

e,e. A proof witness that g1 ✒ g2

is given by

r1

q

g1

77nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

g2

''PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
b✶✝q✝1✝b

// g✶✆ ✝ q ✝ g✌

a✶✝g1✝a

OO

a✶✝g2✝a

��

r2

where the “vertical” part of this diagram is

☎ ☎ ☎ ☎ ☎

☎

1

a

@@����������

1

a

��
>>

>>
>>

>>
>>

☎
g

oo

g

OO

g

��

☎ ☎ ☎

g2

g1

☎

g✶

OO

g✶
//

g✶

��

☎

1

a✶

^^>>>>>>>>>>

1

a✶

����
��

��
��

��

☎ ☎ ☎ ☎ ☎
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and the map b✶ ✝ q✝1 ✝ b is

☎

g

b
����

��
��

��
��

1

��

☎ ☎ ☎

q✝1

☎

1

��

g✶

b✶

��
>>

>>
>>

>>
>>

☎ ☎
g

oo ☎ ☎ ☎ ☎
g✶

// ☎

Checking that everything commutes is trivial. ❬❭

Proposition 10. Let q be an object of PX and g : qb Ñ x, g✶ : qe Ñ x✶ two
maps in X. Then there is an extension g : q Ñ q✶ in PX above ♣g, g✶q (this
means that gb,b ✏ g,ge,e ✏ g✶). Furthermore, if r ✒ q is given, then we can find
h : r Ñ r✶ also above ♣g, g✶q such that there is a proof witness of g ✒ h

Proof. For the first part just take g ✏ b✶ ✝ g✝1 ✝ b, where this is interpreted
exactly as in the previous proposition. For the second part, we choose a proof
witness p of q ✒ r. Let us first assume that

– p is a one-step proof, direction irrelevant. Thus it is a rectangle of arbitrary
“width”, but with height 1, just as in Diagram (11).

– the two primitive cells at both ends of p are not triangles, i.e., do not have
shape 1,2,3 or 4.

We can now construct

q

p

b✶✝q✝1✝b
// g✶✆ ✝ q ✝ g✌

♣g✶✆q✝1✝p✝♣g✌q✝1

r
b✶✝r✝1✝b

// g✶✆ ✝ r ✝ g✌

and the fact that no triangles appear at the ends of p guarantees that the square
will commute, giving the desired proof witness.

We can now tackle the general case, and assume p is an arbitrary n-step proof
witness. Let c, c✶ be two paths of length one made with an identity morphism,
such that c✶ ✝ q ✝ c is defined (e.g., c ✏ 1✆qb

♣✏ 1✆rb
q, c✶ ✏ 1✆qe

♣✏ 1✆re
q. Now “pad”

the proof witness p with unit squares made with c, c✶, and add triangles at the
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ends:
q

��✝q✝1✝ ??

�� ++VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

c✶ ✝ q ✝ c

c✶✝1✝p✝c✝1

b✶✝c✶✝1✝q✝1✝c✝1✝b
// g✶✆ ✝ c✶ ✝ q ✝ c ✝ g✌

♣g✶✆q✝1✝p✝♣g✌q✝1

c✶ ✝ r ✝ c
b✶✝c✶✝1✝r✝1✝c✝1✝b

// g✶✌ ✝ c✶ ✝ r ✝ c ✝ g✆

r

??✝r✝1✝ ��

OO 33gggggggggggggggggggggg

where �� , etc. denote the obvious corresponding triangle composed only of
identities. The square in the middle commutes by the just-proved special case
applied n times, the two triangles commute by definition, and the whole diagram
gives the desired result. ❬❭

Theorem 2. Let g : q Ñ q✶ and h : r Ñ r✶ be maps in PX. Then TFAE:

(i) gb,b ✏ hb,b,ge,e ✏ he,e and q ✒ r

(ii) gb,b ✏ hb,b,ge,e ✏ he,e and q✶ ✒ r✶,
(iii) g ✒ h,

Proof. Showing the equivalence between (i) and (ii) is very easy: we already
know because of Proposition 8 that

Gge,e ✏ Ggb,b ✆ Pq✶ and Pr ✆Ghe,e ✏ Ghb,b ✆ Pr✶ . (12)

Because of Proposition 7 we also know that q ✒ r iff Pq ✏ Pq and q✶ ✒ r✶ iff
Pq✶ ✏ Pq✶. Substituting one of of these equations in (12) and cancelling (we are
working in a groupoid, remember) gives us the other one.

Let us now show the equivalence between (i) and (iii). Supposing the former,
we can apply Proposition (10) and extend two new maps g✶ : q Ñ q✷ and h✶ : r Ñ
r✷ such that g✶ ✒ h✶. But applying Proposition 9 twice, we get us that g ✒ g✶, r ✒
r✶ and we are done. The reverse implication is trivial.

The proof of Theorem 1 is now a formality: the previous Proposition shows that
there is a canonical bijection between the maps of PX④✒ and those of G ÓG. It
is easy to see that this bijection respects composition.
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